The article shows that in the conditions of global ecological crisis Homo sapiens as a species can only survive if the problem of restoring historically lost balance of relations in the general system of "human being – natural environment" is resolved as soon as possible. We argue that such a process requires, first and foremost, an appropriate reorientation of the humanity's worldview with respect to the nature and formation of environmental consciousness in members of the human community based on such principles. It is proved that in the system of ecological consciousness the worldview plays a systematic role, because it gives a person the answer to the question about the main values and priorities in human life, provides appropriate ideological justification of thoughts and actions that meet the ecological needs of people and communities. It is emphasized that, in such a situation, the preservation and restoration of the environment, which forms the need for ecological activity, becomes a sense of human life. The role of historical types of worldview (mythological, religious, scientific) in shaping the attitude of a person to nature is shown. We also show that the characteristics of the main levels of formation of the person's ecological consciousness is, at the same time, the characteristic of their ecological maturity. This is due to the fact that the typological groups reflect the degree of perception of environmental ideas and the adoption of environmental principles with subsequent implementation in environmental activities. We show that the levels of environmental consciousness can be classified as naive-realistic, everyday-empirical, and conscious-theoretical. The naive-realistic level of maturity of environmental consciousness is characteristic of people who act as natural environmentalists in their lives. The everyday-empirical level is characterized by the existence (in the rational and emotional areas) of a negative attitude to environmental problems. The conscious-theoretical level of such consciousness is characterized by informed and active attitude to environmental problems. It is emphasized that in the process of forming an ecological worldview, there is a need to move from the dominance of the environmental paradigm to the dominance of the ideological, moral and ethical paradigm.
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PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS OF THE MENTALISTIC LOGIC

Paper deals with philosophical problems of mentalistic logic. Mentalistic logic is a formal system that concentrates on underpinning processes of mental life instead of certain elements of extrinsic rational behavior as most of existing logics (like BDI calculi) do. The problem is compared to the existing logics of actions.

Mentalistic logic is patently a formal system and partially phenomenological study of human mind. We presume formal signs such as propositions and modal operators refer to mental states and can describe the general structure of mental activity. That is purely the approach of classical phenomenology – the study of experience and its structures. On the other hand the usage of formal logic is a classic analytic philosophy of mind.

So the things are getting more complicated when taking in consideration that the initial framework of a study is analytic philosophy and not continental phenomenology. Phenomenology is of different intellectual and methodological tradition than any type of analytic philosophy including analytic philosophy of mind. From that standpoint it may be said that paper is also interesting as a purely methodological project – it tries to find bridges between phenomenology and philosophy of mind.

As for the action logics, mentalistic logic also studies rational behavior but does it on the other lever and often with a different purpose. The main problem in this case is philosophical interpretation of modality. Minor problems include shared content, many leveled self-referential structures and vagueness. The paper also studies brain in a vatt thought experiment as a methodological concept. The research will have implications for philosophy of logic, artificial intelligence and theory of reference.

Key words: philosophy of logic, philosophy of mind, psychologistic logic, folk psychology.

Introduction

In general, throughout the latest years number of different logics modeling human psychology were built. For example, a belief desire intention (BDI) logic has been used to formalize intelligent behavior. However research for formal systems designed so as to show the underpinning processes of our mental life including complicated abstract thinking is in process. In other words, the formal system which can be called mentalistic logic is a matter of further elaboration.

This paper deals with the philosophical and formal problems surrounding the mentalistic logic. These problems can be grouped into two distinct sets. The first set includes problems of the classical logic, which should be solved in order to create a mentalistic logic. These are the problems of completeness of such a system in relation to the particular features of the mental processes it should represent.

Another difficulty from this set is more technical: how to adequately present psychological notions with modal operators. There are existing schemas for formal systems...
centered on behavior but mentalistic case presents far higher demands.

The second is about the new problems, which appear for the classical laws of logic when formal system is enclosed to represent the mental. They can be grouped into three particular issues: vagueness, many leveled and self-referential structures and shared content.

Vagueness is a fundamental notion for mental processes. Daily perception of things surrounding us and objects of abstract thinking are vague. On the other hand, properly and strictly defined object belongs to the domain of pure mathematics. Number of special so-called fuzzy-logics was created to represent imprecise reasoning. These logics are not enough for the global aim of representing the vagueness in logical notions.

Complex structures appear every time when abstract thinking is involved. This is not a mere intuition connected to the famous paradoxes of the mathematical logic but a strong trend in contemporary philosophy of logic, for example – the two 'layered' semantics of the Levesque's belief logic and his followers [6, p. 95]. Another example is the touchstone influence of the fixed points in general mathematical logic. To sum up there is a development of double-level semantics, which is quite popular in philosophy today, and besides it we can use modal semantics for presenting complex informational structures.

Conception of the shared mental content comes from the philosophy of mind and it is connected to the previously mentioned problem of adequate modal operators. We presume that extensive process of the exchange of information is happening in human brain. It means two things. The first is that this information is encoded in some special way. But in what way in particular has been discussed by different theories of mental representations. The second is that the mind, according to popular metaphor of Daniel Dennett, is like a blackboard shared by several experts [3, p. 8]. Then, formally mind is represented by the set of propositions shared by different "agents" and possible worlds in the brain activity.

A modal logic built on those principles will of course strongly resemble the simplest artificial neural networks. This and according implications will be also the point for discussion.

Solution of these and some minor problems will be an aim of a paper. It will present few interconnected ideas in philosophy of modal logic which should help with the problems.

**Modality and mental**

How to apply modal semantics to mental content? The interpretation according to which modal worlds are causally isolated universes seems to be inappropriate for the case of the mentalistic logic.

Most of the logicians whose elaborations are connected to psychology and behavior use to deal not with possible worlds but rather with situations. Situation as it is natural to suppose describes only the part of the world on the certain stage of its history. The agent or the group of agents has an access to the lists of propositions, that describe particular situations and relations both intrinsic and extrinsic to mind.

The agent or the group of agents has an access to the lists of propositions, that describe particular situations and depending on the chosen formal system, they are supplied with one or another corresponding activity. There is an initial situation and a decision can switch an agent to one of further accessible situations. Situation is good term for meaning represented by proposition as the content of a mental state. This requires completely different structure than the one built within belief-related logics. So we postulate the problem of usage of propositions in contexts of mental. Knowledge of a belief base should be just one of the modes of the mental activity. Besides, if we preserve the belief-centered system it is doubtful whether it will bring us anywhere. Most of the logics that incorporate beliefs as a separate knowledge base follow the same general structure.

It is indeed true that while having a positive function, a concept of the shared mental content can have disadvantages. If we presume that everything there is in mental content should be described by propositions we inevitably meet the problem of the adequacy of propositions. We've just postulated that propositions should not be divided into modal categories and in addition we assume that they should be applied to all kind of objects and relations both intrinsic and extrinsic to mind.

What can be so complex that it cannot be represented by a proposition or a set of propositions? Consider the example from psychology when the unforeseen and exotic fact while being cognized changes the whole picture of certain situation or even general views on the world. We cannot present it as a gradual change in the formal system – first of all because of the number of propositions involved secondly because the change may be so global that it does not just influence the relations between propositions but rather introduces other ones etc.

We also should take into account that there can be other examples different in structure but with similar negative consequences. What can be said in defense of the proposed idea of the mentalistic logic besides attacking it? The examples should all be considered in particular and while no exact formalism or example from science of psychology ruining the system is produced, we should not deny the idea of mentalistic logic. Some parts of content of the propositions can be eventually formalized so as to represent the discussed complex objects as it was with the earlier logical systems. The resolution of the described difficulty may lie in the same field. Then we will have only to modify the existing system. However the problem should be reacted accordingly when it is defined.

So we need a basis for the new philosophical interpretation of modality. More effective and adequate
structure for mental modalities is possible and in order to illustrate that we need to analyze the next example. We need philosophical interpretation for the worlds in a multi-agent system with a shared content. In a thought experiment that follows illusion produced by data and levels of reality represent the situation of mental quite well. Thus worlds as formal entities will receive a proper candidate for philosophical ontological interpretation.

**Brain in a vat**

Imagine a situation of a well-known "brain in a vat" thought experiment. There is a scientists John who is conducting experiments on a living human brain put in a vat and subject to a complex tissue with a complete illusion of the real world. The brain has beliefs as if he was actually a human named Bob living in a separate world, from the one where John exists. It is not hard to build a formal model of this situation using modal semantics. There are two worlds – John's world and Bob's world, which are connected by the classic accessibility relation. However propositions that describe these worlds are different and it is hard to establish a connection between them similar to those in other philosophical logics. It may be true that "Sun is shining" in the Bob's world while completely another proposition describes the situation in the John's world and any logical connection between two would be random. Thus the semantics cannot postulate box or diamond-like operators. Nevertheless there are relations of the other kind common for these two worlds.

From the point of view of John, the world of Bob is not real. The proposition p of the Bob's world stating that "sun is shining" does not state something real about the John's environment. Instead it is true that q for John – "it is raining". But John has the access to the information about state of affairs of the Bob's environment. He can say that "according to the sensory data that Bob's brain is receiving "p" is true". In other formulation it can be said that all the propositions about Bob's situation can be transferred to the John's world using special clauses. So it is true that q and that "p" for John.

So how it is relevant for the mental world? It is a model of how mind works. We presume that mind is a multi-agent information exchanging system. Bob and John are different mechanisms of the mind, which are presented by separate modal operators in the behavioristic logics. They are experts according to Dennett's metaphor. However in a given case we do not need to use different sets of worlds for each of the modal operators as well as modal operators themselves at least for now. Modules of the mental will be presented by separate worlds in a unitary set of the worlds so we will have one global knowledge base.

So John's world may be imagination while Bob's world is memory. The processing of the clausified propositions in the John's world represents a cooperation of imagination and memory, which is one of complex multi-leveled structures. The other examples of such complex structures include fixed points in mathematical logic, formal models of the semantic paradoxes and parallel processing in computer science.

The whole mental world can then be presented as a set of the interconnected worlds where centered world contains information while accessible worlds are different mechanisms of mental activity. These mechanisms include imagination, memory, abstract thinking, language processing.

The centered world is pure – it does not bare any function as the world except providing the surrounding sphere with information. Other worlds bear each a separate function with them. The propositions within the world of the imagination are not the same as in the world of the language processing. However it is evident that certain set of the propositions is exchanged between these two worlds. You certainly humans need the ability to imagine objects and concepts in order to construct phrases. The exchange of the information happens through the medium of the centered world.

Such a centered word is connected to the study of consciousness. After all we used the Dennett's metaphor for describing the multi-agent system [3]. The obvious thought is to say that consciousness in a sense of Chalmers and its unstudied informational properties is a between modalities but rather they are based upon a basal human intellectual agent. But the phenomenal level of experience is an open problem in contemporary metaphysics and philosophy of mind. Some philosophers admit it, while others don't and all of them disagree on what are the properties of this entity in particular. There is no clear way to introduce the influence of Chalmers' conception in a formal logic without harming either formalism or philosophy. So this is not about hard problem of consciousness. It is rather about general psychological awareness of the individual.

Classical modal logic present different geometrical relations between worlds like seriality, transitivity, euclidianity. Not all of these relations are applicable to the given system. Reasons for that are both philosophical and formal.

There is a strong evidence in cognitive psychology that some of the modules of the mind are encapsulated, which is in a great contradiction with a classical equivalence relation. Not all of the propositions from some module X are accessible for the general consciousness while being processed. Much of the evidence shows that relation between informational processes in the brain is not that straightforward as they are in the classical semantics. The formal model should reflect it as well. The unity of the relation is also under question as different mechanisms require different approaches. You have one kind of the relation within the module of memory and another kind of relation within imagination. So it is impossible to provide a classical modal algebra for the operators.

As well it is problematic to present the mentalistic framework with the classical geometrical relations formally but due to another reason. As it was already stated above the relations between agents in this system are not just inadequately reflected by classical relations between modalities but rather they are based upon another foundation. These are the clausing relations between the worlds.

Unlike in the John's and Bob's example there seem to be a lot of cases in the cognitive system when propositional content is the same for many worlds. We can return to the analogy with memory and imagination. You can imagine a red apple on the table in front of you as well as you can recall the image of seeing such a thing in the past. Cases preserve different worlds but same propositional content – an apple on a table. This content is shared by modules, which may be the key to explaining how imagination infiltrates and influences our memories. More globally this sharing plays an important role in the whole mind not just in connection to these two modules. There is no need to deny such peculiarities of the real thinking in our formal structure. Besides if the shared content is a real tendency of the mind, it only affirms and strengthens our model. This is a hypothesis of a philosophy of psychology but it still needs to be represented formally.

Nevertheless a case with an apple is not a sign of the principal flaw in the chosen metaphorical description of the
framework. Both cases can actually be represented in the thought experiment. What is more important the experiment provide with a general tool for analyzing the relations between propositional content of the worlds. This will be in accordance with the multi-agency of the blackboard theory. So as was stated earlier the propositions from the Bob's world will be present in the John's as clausal propositions. John has an access to the world of Bob – he knows what happens in the Bob's reality while Bob knows nothing of the John's world. It is a proposition "p" in John's world about Bob's – "it is raining" or "it is true in the Bob's world that it is raining". 

This is a sort of epistemological relation, which can be applied in the modal logics. The world of John is higher in hierarchy of worlds and the according relation grants John's world access to the propositional content of Bob's in form of the list of clausal propositions. This does not seem like any of the classical relations between modalities but it is a certain relation which can be represented formally. It is an epistemological arrow pointing from the Bob's world to the John's. In the case of the cognitive system these arrows will point from the central world to the ones representing modules. The according arrows from the encapsulated modules will be regulated by valid circumstances. Here we come to the line from which the example with the brain in a vat experiments is not valid anymore. We can of course imagine a tree of worlds when John is a brain in a vat himself. A part from being unnatural this example provides only with upper growing line of worlds. This particular case requires branches in such trees – the worlds that will relate to some central node while being equal in relation to each other. When we try to modify the thought experiment with some branching elements it starts to look even more unnatural. We should admit that this metaphor did its prior role of given philosophical interpretation of the worlds. The picture of the mind as a set of worlds is presented and we can move on with it.

Certain hierarchy was mentioned. Modules of the mind create sphere surrounding pure central world, which is defined by the accessibility relation. It may be useful for instantiating the global relations between worlds not just the central and the surrounding spheres. There should be connection not only of the centered world but also between modules especially if we keep to the idea that the central world is a useful abstraction rather than a representation of consciousness or other concept. In a case of classical modal logic we have to deal with the unconstrained number of worlds that can form the big number of spheres. In a given case the number of worlds at least those of them that are conceptually required is limited. The class of modules and abilities of the individual brain is definitely finite. However we may assume the existence of the worlds that will play technical role and not conceptual – they can be of big quantity and even infinite.

**Awareness and Modality**

The further important question arises – what semantic relation we define for outlined features and what modality it will create. Described peculiarities and used thought experiment seem to point that this semantic relation will define the accessibility of the information for modules of the mind. If we require the philosophical interpretation then this schema will show of what propositions the mind of the agent is conscious. As was stated earlier the consciousness in philosophical sense is too strong to be formalized in this way but there is a close similar notion proposed by David Chalmers [1, p. 15]. It is psychological awareness. The brain is aware of certain things like a red apple on a table in front of him or the fact that he is not dreaming etc. The notion refers to purely functional role of the information in concerning the particular agent. Everything of which agent is conscious of he is also aware of. It made Chalmers to propose the conception of the double life of mental terms. In a given case notion of awareness means literally the accessibility of the information encoded into propositions for the processing of different mechanisms. This will serve as a good philosophical interpretations and will block metaphysical problems connected to issue of consciousness of philosophy of mind.

The next problem is to choose a corresponding modal operator. For this we can use the ideas from both the classical modal logic and mentalistic logic. The world of John is indexed in relation to each other. When we try to modify the thought experiment with some branching elements it starts to look even more unnatural. We should admit that this metaphor did its prior role of given philosophical interpretation of the worlds. The picture of the mind as a set of worlds is presented and we can move on with it. 

The next problem is to choose a corresponding modal operator. For this we can use the ideas from both the classical modal logic and mentalistic logic. The world of John is indexed in relation to each other. When we try to modify the thought experiment with some branching elements it starts to look even more unnatural. We should admit that this metaphor did its prior role of given philosophical interpretation of the worlds. The picture of the mind as a set of worlds is presented and we can move on with it.

The idea of unclaued propositions is also interesting for the philosophical theory of reference. What are the statements that mind is absolutely aware and which are such for every module? We have certain analogy with classical logic where there are such "absolute" statements – tautologies. The statements similar in the form to "X is X" should be a good candidate for the box-propositions of the mentalistic logic. Mentalistic logic is in
majority non classical calculus but thanks to assumed box-operators we can introduce rules of the classical logic into our system and make it an extreme case of mentalistic logic. This is quite important and interesting as it shows that modalities in a given case can make logic more general rather than more specified.

As was stated in the introduction the described structure will resemble the simplest artificial neural networks (ANN). It can be applied both to the case of the schema describing flow of the information between different ANN and the case of processing of the information in the particular ANN. The interesting question is why so? Is ANN principal structure is intrinsic to the functioning of the brain? Another interesting detail is that it opens the possibility to describe higher order computational processes of the brain tissue using formal language.

Vague notions and fuzzy logic

There exist a class of logics and formal semantics that formalize imprecise contexts. They are called fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic has disadvantages from the point of view of philosophical interpretation of the vagueness itself rather than from particular formalism. I see vagueness as a notion closer to the phenomenology of consciousness than to the specific ranges of precise value.

Vagueness in the context of mentalistic logic is useful when it is viewed differently. I see the table with an apple on it in front of me but my sight is bad or I am tired and I do not see it precisely. The situation is so bad that I can’t say definitely if it is even an apple. Maybe it is some kind of another fruit. What I can conclude is that there is an object of a certain shape resembling an apple in front of me. There are two distinct features of the event here. First is that I cannot say that this object is an apple and therefore I classify it as a more general object – ”an object resembling apple”. The second is that there is a possibility of confusing the object with a similar one. Confusion is usually connected to resemblance and forms a class of similar objects. Some of the objects resemble apple more than others so the probability of confusion with them is higher. These two features are usually formalized in fuzzy logics and other formal systems with the help of the mentioned ranges of values. It concentrates only on the second feature and does not represent correctly even it alone, so it is not satisfying.

In addition it should be said that range representation is wrong from the very beginning when it starts to assert that the mathematical range of values will represent what happens to an agent and apple. What is fuzzy range of values? Simple ascription of the range of values instead of the particular value. Seeing the apple and confusing it with something else is phenomenology and not mathematics. It is impossible to use an exact range of the similar objects to show how the vagueness in perception works. When we have rough experience at hand the situation is different than just a choice of a value on a range. It is indeed true that most of the agents will respond with one of the presented values but while orienting on them we are losing the possibility to describe the real mechanism of mental process.

Conclusion

A paper deals with the classical problems of logics connected to mental states and proposes to build a new formal system that will represent intrinsic mental states. Certain new methods such as many-leveled structures and vague notions are discussed.

In general this paper is a survey of the philosophical problems and methodology that surrounds the logic that puts at center mental world of human beings and their behavior.

In conclusion it can be said that introducing the box operator in a proposed way will make formal system very specific – it will be the logic that will represent the awareness of the agent. It would be a step to representing mind as the system of propositions connected by associations rather than strict logical laws. Classical logic than remain serving as a small core or even a separate module of general thinking. However these are not the presumed aims within the mentalistic logic itself.

Perhaps the better way to introduce the ideas of the classical modal logic to the mentalistic system is by using some kind of the synthesized variant of necessity and possibility – the modal operator that will describe the partial nature of the accessibility of the portion of the information for the modules of the mind. This is especially relevant in the context of the general vagueness of the system. The modality will be vague if the semantics of the operator is established as proposed. Even richer results could be achieved if we combine the classical modality with the modality as given in action and behavioristic logical systems. So the other way to present the system is to use behavioristic logics like mentioned BDI calculi, doxastic and action logics [7, p. 355]. Naturally from this point of view modal operators will represent the actual modules of the mind and will be tight to the relevant worlds. So operator BEL for example will represent the knowledge base and IM which the ability to use imagination etc. This is simpler and more promising but still would involve many complications. Such operators should be connected with each other by special modal algebra like classical necessity and possibility are. Most logics just preserve to the classical schema when necessity is defined through possibility and vice versa – only the names of the operators change while the widely known algebraic relation remains the same.

There might be brought new breath into idea of the box operator if we connect it with these new modalities. The box operator or the partial box operator can be the result of the combination of the operators devoted to the modules of the brain. This will establish a new original modal algebra instead of the classic one. Philosophically the modality in the system will represent the exchange of the information between different agents just like stated in the initial Dennett’s metaphor. The brain is not omniscient because the information is flowing in its different regions and is processed in them separately. A part from that it explains the contradictions in belief-reasoning.

Together with all of that we should say that there is no formula that will adequately present the whole space of solution of the real experience. But there are ways to produce a more suitable version of the semantic range for the vague cases of mental processing. It is again a field of complex structures. Systems of ranges and particular ranges still will be used. Each is qualitatively different from others so they cannot be presented as members of one range. The structure that will define the rules of switching between such range will be a better choice for mentalistic logic than a simple fuzzy formal system.
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ІДЕЙ КАНТИСЬКОЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ В РЕЦЕПЦІЇ УКРАЇНСЬКОЇ ДУМКИ
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